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QUESTION 1

Which two are true about an Oracle gold image-based installation in Oracle 18c and later releases? (Choose two.) 

A. It can be used for both Oracle Database and Oracle Grid Infrastructure installation. 

B. It can only install and configure Oracle Database software. The database has to be created separately. 

C. It does not require the setup wizard. 

D. It uses a single RPM that automatically extracts and installs the Oracle Database software. 

E. It can be used to install and upgrade Oracle Database for single-instance and cluster configurations. 

Correct Answer: AE 

 

QUESTION 2

Which three are true about Automatic Workload Repository (AWR) snapshots? (Choose three.) 

A. They are generated if STATISTICS_LEVEL is set to TYPICAL. 

B. They are generated if STATISTICS_LEVEL is set to ALL. 

C. They are always created automatically. 

D. They are always created manually. 

E. They can be retained forever. 

F. They are generated if STATISTICS_LEVEL is set to BASIC. 

Correct Answer: ABE 

A - TRUE. Only STATISTICS_LEVEL=BASIC stops them being generated B - TRUE. Only
STATISTICS_LEVEL=BASIC stops them being generated C - FALSE. You can create them manually. D - FALSE. The
DB will, by default, create them automatically every hour E - TRUE. You can setup AWR Warehouse, allowing these
reports to be kept, and queried, forever. F - FALSE. STATISTICS_LEVEL=BASIC stops them being generated 

So, ABE is correct. 

Ref: https://docs.oracle.com/en/database/oracle/oracle-database/19/refrn/STATISTICS_LEVEL.html 

 

QUESTION 3

Which three are true about requirements for various FLASHBACK operations? (Choose three.) 

A. FLASHBACK transaction query requires undo to retrieve all versions of a row that existed between two points in
time. 

B. FLASHBACK drop requires that the RECYCLEBIN parameter be set to ON. 
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C. FLASHBACK version query requires that the RECYCLEBIN parameter be set to ON. 

D. FLASHBACK DATA ARCHIVE requires undo to store all versions of all rows of a table being tracked. 

E. FLASHBACK drop requires undo to retrieve all versions of a row that existed between two points in time. 

F. FLASHBACK version query requires undo to retrieve all versions of a row that existed between two points in time. 

Correct Answer: BDF 

A is incorrect. Although the statement "FLASHBACK transaction query requires undo" is true, it is asking to retrieve all
versions of a row instead. The correct answer should be F which is FLASHBACK version query to retrieve versions
between two point in time from undo. 

A. FLASHBACK transaction query requires undo to retrieve all versions of a row that existed between two points in
time. 

F. FLASHBACK version query requires undo to retrieve all versions of a row that existed between two points in time. 

Reference: https://books.google.com.pk/books?id=0iwrL9P25Z0Candpg=PA35andlpg=PA35anddq=FLASHBACK+trans
action+query+requires+undo+to+retrieve+all+versions+of+a+row+that+existed+between+two+points+in +timeandsourc
e=blandots=MJnYl5CZ1uandsig=ACfU3U0dWP-NPd-U8uu3zbaoi3YZzT0FTQandhl=enandsa=Xandved=2ahUKEwigi5
_Jl9joAhXzUBUIHUh4DksQ6AEwAnoECAsQJg#v=onepageandq=FLASHBACK%20transaction%20query%20requires
% 20undo%20to%20retrieve%20all%20versions%20of%20a%20row%20that%20existed%20between%20two%20point
s%20in%20timeandf=false https://docs.oracle.com/cd/E18283_01/server.112/e17120/tables011.htm 

 

QUESTION 4

Examine this configuration: 

1.

 CDB1 is a container database. 

2.

 COMMON_USER_PREFIX is set to an empty string. 

3.

 PDB1 is a pluggable database in CDB1. 

4.

 APP1_ROOT is an application container in CDB1. 

5.

 APP1_PDB1 is an application PDB in APP1_ROOT. 

You execute these commands: 

$ sqlplus sys/oracle@localhost:1521/cdb1 as sysdba 

SQL> CREATE ROLE role1 CONTAINER=CURRENT; 
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What is true? 

A. It will return an error because creation of a local role is not allowed in CDB$ROOT. 

B. ROLE1 will be created only in CDB$ROOT and APP1_ROOT. 

C. ROLE1 will be created in CDB$ROOT, PDB1, APP1_ROOT, and APP1_PDB1. 

D. ROLE1 will be created only in CDB$ROOT. 

E. It will return an error because common roles must start with C##. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 5

Which are three of the steps taken by Database Configuration Assistant (DBCA) to clone a remote pluggable database
(PDB) starting from Oracle 19c? 

A. creating a database link from CDB$ROOT in the local database to the PDB in the remote system that is to be cloned 

B. creating a database link from CDB$ROOT in the local database to CDB$ROOT in the remote system that is to be
cloned 

C. creating a new empty PDB in the local database from PDB$SEED 

D. creating a database link from CDB$ROOT in the remote database to be cloned to CDB$ROOT in the local database 

E. automatically dropping the database link to the remote database if it already exists 

F. creating a database link from CDB$ROOT in the remote database to the PDB in the local database 

G. opening the cloned PDB 

Correct Answer: BEG 
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